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The shrimp factory moreno valley

COVID-19 Alert: Menu hours and options may be affected due to the COFID-19 corona virus. Please contact the restaurant directly for up-to-date information. Delivery No payment credit cards accepted good parking for kids Casual outfit alcohol beer and wine reservations Yes Price Point $$ - Cheap Eats (Under $10) $$$ - Moderate ($11-$25) $$$$ - Expensive (Expenses (The
Expensive (. $25 -$50) $ - Very Pricey (Over $50) WiFi No Outdoor Chairs No 06/02/2020 – LS Sorry Nathan didn't add your name to the first review! WE PLACE YOUR PERSONALITY AND CHIAR ATITUDINE AND WHEN THE CLIENT ARE A DURATION ♥ ️ See you soon  05/29/2020 - L.S I love the shrimp factory.. My daughter will go daily to her shrimp bag lol we also love
a worker he is so beat up and happy very friendly always smiling We love him !!! 22/05/2020 - MenuPix User 12/14/2019 - MenuPix User 10 Reviews 10 reviews with an average rating of 3.5 stars have been consolidated here. Consolidated ratings are included in the calculation of the average 3.5-star rating, which is based on 14 total ratings. take-outdeliveryaccept creditlunch
cards, carringwheelchair carpark good for kidsgood for groupshas tvwaiter serviceHours or services may differ due to COVID-19. Please contact the company directly to check the times and availability. Whenever I try a new restaurant I like to give it the benefit of a doubt. I have a problem with this place. I got just like the open place so they were seated immediately. Our server
was a young man who was very... pleasant, but it was quite obvious they didn't have much experience. He explained the menu to us and the first error was that there are only two kinds of combo lunches, shrimp and fries or sleep and fries. Everything else is sold for pounds, which is kind of confusing as I don't know how much of a pound I can eat! I opted for the shrimp combo (I
have no idea how much shrimp is served in the combo) and the sleep combo so that We could share and check out both. The shrimps came either pane or pel &amp; eat. I chose Pel &amp; East. In just a few minutes the server came out of the back with a plastic bag full of shrimp swimming in the marinade. This was plunked down on the table and I think he gathered from our
expressions that we wondered what we are doing now. He asked me if we wanted a pair of plastic gloves. I started with the shrimp and you have to wear a wet suit before you start. We continued until each of us had our shrimp fill. At this point came sleep and an order of fries. I'll say sleep was good, except that it was obvious that they were put in oil that wasn't hot enough as they
had this kind of pasta look – not nice golden brown as It should have been. The fries were just fries. One disappointment was that there was no type of salad or slaw available - slaw slaw were an excellent part. I didn't expect it to be cheap and it wasn't. We eat quite often at Crab Pot and they have the same formula -- we throw everything in the middle of the table and eat with
your fingers, but somehow you come from there feeling reasonable together. When I finished at the Shrimp Factory I felt I needed a shower. Between the lack of options on the menu, the irregular service, the mess and just good food, I would be hard pressed to get back. I thought it was a restaurant looking for a formula, but hadn't found it. I love seafood and really hope that they
can turn the place into a place that calls me back. More Closed1.96 My Hours Request This Business Is This Your Business? Claim now to immediately update business information and menu! Menu!
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